Performance Make-Up Appeal
Name:

Orchestra:

All students who will be missing/ have missed a performance must fill out this appeal. If this appeal is turned in
two weeks prior to the concert explaining the details of the student's absence and under Miss K's jurisdiction, the
student will be allowed to then do the necessary make-up to earn back the 100 Concert Participation points. If it
is not an emergency and this form is turned in later than two weeks, or past the performance date, the student
MAY be allowed to do the make-up work, but will not receive full points.

Which Performance does this appeal apply to?
Please choose one of the following reasons why the performance was/will be missed:
___ Pre-Planned Family Trip

___ Sickness/ Medical

___ Family/ Personal Emergency

___ Important Qualifying Sport or other Competition

___ Pre-Planned Important Family Event that Could Not be Moved
___ Other
Explain in detail why you will be missing/ why you missed the performance:

Explain in detail why I should allow you to do the appropriate Make-Up work:

Attach any paperwork/ notes from parents, guardians, coaches, etc. that can support your reasoning
behind the your absence.

Below are the options to Make-Up a Concert. Miss K will go through your appeal and determine how
much of the points you will be allowed to make-up. Please read through the two options and
determine which one you would like to use!

Option 1: Public Performance
–

The performance must be on your string instrument. A family recital in your living room does
not count unless the majority of the audience are not related to you. Examples of public venues
can be: A senior or nursing home, the library, an elementary school class, etc. Performance
must be at least 15 minutes long. You must submit a video recording of one of the songs you
performed.

Option 2: Performance for the Class
–

You will need to have all 5 parts present for the performance, which means you'll have to
recruit friends to practice and perform with you. After the performance for your classmates, you
need to submit a 1 page typed paper explaining the preparation process, and your thoughts on
the performance. The grade you receive will depend on the quality of the performance and your
typed report.

By signing this appeal, I con firm that everything stated above is correct and was filled out honestly.

Student Signature:

Date:

Parent Signature:

Date:

